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I. Introduction 

A. STORM Background 

B. Transitioning Positions 

a. STORM Coordinator 

i. Kyle Masters leaving position and Christie Lovelace transitioning in 

ii. Developing survey to assess how useful STORMer’s believe having a dedicated 

STORM Coordinator is. Thrust of survey is to demonstrate how valuable position is 

for future Ecology grant application 

b. Janet Greer 

i. Took new supervisory position at City of Bothell and will no longer be on the STORM 

Steering Committee, but will hopefully stay involved in STORM 

C. Miscellaneous Announcements 

a. King County spoke with Abbey Stockwell at EYC regarding Integrated Pest Management 

Policies and they are very interested in hearing from jurisdictions about IPM and intersections 

with the permit 

b. SeaTac and WSU Stormwater Center are partnering to host the next MuniCon (2019)  

D. Introductions made around the room- many new STORMers present 

 

II. STORM Announcements 

A. Resource Reservoir is live 

a. The site is meant to be a place to find specific resources, but also a place in which STORMers 

can find inspiration 

b. Types of items to be included on RR discussed 

i. Preferably strategies that have been evaluated, but anything that has a professional 

function (e.g., audience research, ad content, etc.)  

ii. What about science communication? Some STORMers thought that resources that 

aided STORMers in understanding the science behind effective communication would 

be very worthwhile to include 

c. STORMers- please make an account, check it out, and give us feedback!  

1. Kyle demoed the site to the STORM group and showed them how to make 

an account 

2. Can still edit the site to make sure it meets the needs of STORM, so please 

browse site and give feedback.  

3. User testing was conducted (focus groups predominantly out of South 

Sound and Tacoma) and recommendations implemented into RR. There will 

be additional user testing on the RR with the next round of funding 

d. Kyle is developing a white paper that will detail the purpose, expectations, and guidelines of 

the RR 

i. Kyle will send out user guide, as well as post to RR webpage 

http://www.pugetsoundstormgroup.org/CreateAccount.aspx


e. It was suggested that it would be useful to include a policy in the white paper that detailed how 

people can flag incorrect or outdated information and start the process of having it corrected or 

removed 

i. STORMers: if you see any information that is outdated, incorrect, or missing, 

they should contact the STORM Coordinator to have it corrected. This is 

especially common with citing authors, dates of publication and we want it to be 

accurate! Please contact us.  

B. New STORM Coordinator- Christie Lovelace. Will be housed at City of Burien.  

C. Symposium check-in 

a. First planning meeting held, will model past efforts. Used previous symposium research to 

help guide content. Still in initial planning phase. 

i. Will be at Brightwater Facility in Woodinville on Thursday November 2nd from 9:30 AM 

to 3:00 PM 

ii. Betsy Adams (Kirkland) leading the planning session- STORMers: direct ideas and 

suggestions to her 

b. Potential topics:  

i. IPM as roundtable 

ii. Social media and social media policy for jurisdictions, metrics, increasing reach 

iii. LID- background knowledge in this area 

iv. Mobile business outreach 

v. Portland de-pave people 

vi. Update on Stormwater LID workgroup 

vii. Climate Change and stormwater 

viii. General awareness 

ix. Dead zones and toxic algae 

x. IDDE 

xi. The Nature Conservancy and City Habitats initiative  

xii. Art and stormwater 

xiii. Chinook Book 

xiv. Training topics- grant writing, communication and speaking, do and don’ts of market 

research, training informal educators on stormwater education 

c. Keynote speaker 

i. STORMers: Still searching for a keynote speaker- please email Betsy Adams 

with any suggestions 

ii. Possible keynotes 

1. Maryn Boess- grants magic- refresher on grant writing 

2. Social media guru and covering variety social media topics. How to use it, 

increase user interaction/reach, using metrics to evaluating 

 

III. Chinook Book/Stormwater Pledge Program Pilot September 2015 – April 2017 

A. Bill Malatinsky reports out on Chinook Book program guide and pilot study findings 

 

 

 



IV. Drain Rangers 

A. Janet Greer (Bothell) presented the Drain Rangers program and findings. Provided all present STORMers 

with a flash drive of Drain Rangers curriculum and materials. All materials (except for videos) will be 

uploaded to the Resource Reservoir. 

a. Link to the videos (available on YouTube):  

B. For successful implementation, Janet recommends that jurisdictions:  

a. Encourage teachers to attend future trainings 

b. Provide assistance to support Drain Ranger implementation 

c. Provide materials and resources to encourage implementation (including printing materials, 

providing GIS data to classrooms, and providing historical data for their local region available 

C. Looking forward, the goal is to transfer curriculum to teachers so that they can implement independently 

and not be managed by jurisdiction 

D. Laura (Kent)- City of Kent has created Drain Ranger badges (as opposed to stickers) and can provide  

manufacturer contact info to jurisdictions that are interested in making badges 

 

V. Don’t Drip and Drive 

A. Update from Mary R. (King County) 

a. Credits STORM for collaborating and strengthening the program and spreading its reach through 

the region.  

b. Phase III exceeded all deliverables for the grant. 

B. Update and request from Justine Asohmbom 

a. Don’t Drip and Drive has some momentum right now- some jurisdictions are implementing 

components of the campaign (e.g., workshops). Eastern WA may expand the campaign. Several 

states have reached out to Justine to ask her how they can use DDD as a model for their own 

communities 

b. STORMers- Please reach out to help distribute content, workshops, and take components 

of the program and implement.  

c. It was suggested that a list of the 10-easy things you can do to keep DDD going in your 

jurisdiction be created and distributed to STORMers 

d. Kim Bennedict (Lacey) is interested in the final report having a 1 pager for managers, to point out 

this is the first step and large efforts can flow from Don’t Drip and Drive to try and affect greater 

change. This would be to counter pushback from managers who may be doubtful about people 

spending large amounts of money on this problem 

i. Justine also points out that dealerships have also expressed interest in the 

problem/program and may be willing to offer a larger discount as an incentive 

 

VI. BMP Discussion Part II – Small groups identified a BMP of interest and potential methods for 

promoting the desired behavior 

A. LID Maintenance for homeowners – homeowners, realtors and HOA’s as target audiences. Homeowner 

turnover and facility maintenance is big disconnect. Using tours or social grouping owners to provide 

resources like inspections might be helpful tool/solution. Knowing a project is successful might be done 

through monitoring inspections and surveying homeowners. 

B. Charity car washing – target audience would be fundraising groups who use the kits currently, moving 

them away with alternative fund-raising ideas. Focus group with kit users to determine their needs, 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4MI0TNPRaFJz7m11e7bDAg


barriers, goals.  Would investigate fundraising ideas with little to no financial barrier and provide 

alternatives. 

C. Property management – need to focus on residential or commercial. Could help provide a maintenance 

plan and policies with management companies, and could reach mobile businesses through their 

customers.  Providing them with EnviroStars, or other green business directory could be helpful. 

Compliment those efforts with inspections from staff who could help managers through those steps. 

D. Mobile businesses – needs more research prior to education/outreach campaign. Lots of businesses do 

different thing and there’s no one BMP that touches all of them. Agree with property management group 

about working through customer base 

 

VII. STORMers: Mentorship program?  

A. Many new STORM members. Question posed- should STORM create a mentor program or help connect 

newer members to those with more expertise?  

a. Possible solutions:   

i. Provide members with a directory that denotes members’ areas of expertise, notable 

expertise, skills, and other relevant information  

ii. Provide members with brief executive summaries on historically rich and current topics 

iii. Match new STORMers with a mentor 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Action Items:  

STORMers:  

 Make a Resource Reservoir account and browse the page! Send feedback to Kyle and/or Christie 

 If you find any incorrect info on the Resource Reservoir, please contact Kyle and/or Christie 

 If you have any suggestions for the upcoming Symposium regarding, topics, speakers, trainings, or any 

other logistical details please contact Betsy Adams 

 Don’t Drip and Drive- please help distribute content and implement components of the DDD Campaign in 

your own jurisdiction 

 

STORM Steering Committee: 

 Send out survey regarding STORM Coordinator position 

 Send out Resource Reservoir White Paper (Kyle) 

 Compile a list of the 10-easy things you can do to keep DDD going in your jurisdiction be created and 

distributed to STORMers (perhaps with help of Justine Asohmbom)  

 Develop 1-pager for managers in final Don’t Drip and Drive report (Mary R) 

 Move forward on developing STORM Mentorship Program 


